Elephant Shrews

Soaking seeds
●
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Materials you’ll need are napkins and a ziploc bag or
tupperware
Sort your seeds
Wet the paper towels
Begin the soaking process by placing the seed in the
wet napkins and putting them in a ziploc
bag/tupperware
You’re going to wait 24 hours for your seeds to sprout
(in 24 hours you will notice that that a sprout is
coming out of the seed)

Planting Radish

Some of the very ﬁrst seeds that we got were radishes. We also got pots to plant our seeds in and some
instructions. Radishes are some of the easiest vegetables to grow. Here are some tips and facts that I learned to
help you and an interesting video on the growth of radishes. Radish time lapse
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Radishes thrive in full sunlight or partial shade.
They usually take 20--70 days for them to be ready to harvest.
Soaking the seed is a preference.
Germination process will happen faster if soaked.
Keep soil moist. Water regularly.

Why Plant radishes?:

● Good source of vitamins.
● Good companion plant.
● Every part is edible!

Planting the pollinator garden
We all began with 3 plants total. On every plant there was a sticker, which helped identify the
plant. for example, I got a Lantana pink caprice and a Gregg's Blue mist ﬂower.

Every ﬂower has its own special needs which helps a person know where to plant it and how
much water it needs and every ﬂower attracts certain pollinators.
Lantana pink caprice
● Needs full sun
● Occasional watering
● Attracts butterﬂies

Gregg’s blue mist ﬂower:
● Needs partial shade to thrive
● Little water
● Roots spread a lot
● Springs fall, summer and spring
● Butterﬂy attractor

Why are pollinator Plants important?
●
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Helps the ecological crisis
It also helps pollinators
(bees,Bats,hummingbirds,etc)
If we didn’t have pollinator plants then a lot of
pollinator animals would decrease
Pollinator plants are homes for al lot of creatures

Pollinator Plant vs Vegetable Garden
The difference between our pollinator plants and our vegetable garden is that with the pollinator plants was that the plants
were already sprouted and all we had to do was to plant them in the ground. WIth the vegetable garden we started with the
seed and had to sprout it on our own.
Vegetable Garden

Pollinator garden
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Needs a lot of sun
Attract birds and bees
Doesn’t need a lot of water
Have small ﬂowers
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Better in the shade and need to be moved
The more water the better
They’re edible
They’re growing on pots
They’re Smaller plants

Experience Planting
Most of our CC friends had a good experience in plating, We can say that planting have made us
have experience these things :
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It was a Stress reliever
It gave us a new hobby Made us experience how helpful plants are
It got us working in the outdoors
Gave us new information we didn’t know
Got us excited when we saw change in our plants

Conservation Corps on The Ranch
Fun things we do
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We have road trips to other places and we stay there
We go to the pool a lot
We sometimes stay up late
We have camp prom
We have saturday and sunday off ,which means we can
sleep in and play games after (we’re usually not at the
ranch)
We all have funny moments
We get to feel like a leader
We tell scary stories and play music

Thank you for having us
Any questions?

